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The Scout 

 

Somebody must be willing to risk being outnumbered, trapped, and murdered just so everyone else knows 

what’s ahead. 

 
Inherent 

Military Intelligence. As a focus action, you can automatically get a rough count of everything you see. 

Also, you have a sense of the logistical consumption rate of individuals, armies, and communities, and 

travel time expectations. 

 
Limitation 

Wary. It’s hard not to start feeling expendable when they keep sending you out up front all alone. 

 
Starting Equipment 

Compass, a week’s food in a bag, birdcall whistle, spyglass, heavy boots, lantern, 1 flask of oil. 

 
Talents 

 

 Birdcall.* Constant. You can imitate the calls of various local and exotic birds. These calls are 

generally used to communicate basic information and orders with a minimal risk of detection—those 

who are proficient detect the bird calls with an Awareness test difficulty 7, others with difficulty 14, 

and even then they don’t understand it. 

 

 Elusive.* Arena. If you can get out of line of sight, then you disappear. Pursuers without special 

means (like scent ability or magic tracking) only detect you if their Awareness test is higher than your 

Cunning test. 

 

 Read Signs.* Rested. You can connect rising flocks of birds with movement of foes, estimate forces 

based on dust columns from marching armies, and predict the weather for the next 12 hours. Test 

Awareness to gain a fact from signs in your surroundings. 

 

 Sprinter. Rested. You can lose 1 wound to cross 2 arenas during the Move phase. 

 

 Survivor.* Rested. As a focus action, you can heal 1 wound per Brawn bonus, or 1 wound if you 

have less than 3. 

 
Adventuring Motives 

1. You were scouting ahead when [foes] wiped out the hunting party your father led. Avenge him. 

2. Just a conscripted kid, you were left for dead miles behind enemy lines. Never leave anyone behind. 

3. Life’s greatest joy is sniping leaders when they think they are safe. Do it over and over again. Ha! 

4. There is something rewarding about treading where no sentient has been, ever. Blaze new trails. 

5. Someday, the outcome of a war will hinge on you getting critical intelligence to a general… 

6. You have scouted many strange situations, but you long to scout another dimension. 

7. You’ll keep bringing better and better gifts to [your crush] until it’s obvious you’re the best choice. 

8. Grandpa said your family is special, and if you drink the blood of a dragon you can be a wizard! 

9. Your family has escorted people through the [difficult area] for 5 generations. Find a new route. 

10. The rest of your skirmishers are prisoners of war, and you are the only one who will rescue them. 


